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INCREASED PERFORMANCE
State of the art technology features in all Luz Wavelabs modular instruments

LDC/E-series exhibits ultra-low noise and ultra high resolution
For laser diode control it has an astonishing noise performance orders of magnitude better 
than our competitors.

MORE FLEXIBILITY
All-in-one modular platform for Photonics & Physics
A wide range of modular instruments coming soon
- High current laser controller
- Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL) drivers
- Precision voltage source
- Signal generation and acquisition
- Instrumentation amplifier

REDUCED SIZE & COST
Compact & Cost efficient

Optimize setup space and reduce your acquisition cost with the modular approach. All 
the instruments you need in one benchtop system.

DETAILS THAT MATTER
User-driven design
Soft-panel GUI
The soft panel approach reduces cost, space and allows 
the user to have all their instruments controlled and 
centralized in one computer.

Software updates included
Continuous software improvement at no extra cost. 

Auxiliary power supply input
The chassis integrate a power supply that allows a 
connection to an external power supply (using a dual 
banana plug), allowing for further reduction of system 
noise. Note that the noise data presented in Figures 1-3 is 
for the integrated power supply.

No wiring for your lasers
The combination of laser controllers with Luz Wavelabs 
laser mount modules allow a connection without cables. 
This is achieved using shielded 4-layer PCBs with plated 
vias in the edges ensuring low noise connection and a 
minimum setup layout.

Optimum thermal management in chassis and modules
The chassis have optimized passive cooling and when an 
ultra flat fan tray is integrated can also generate active 
cooling. This optimum thermal management design is  
applied to all Luz Wavelabs modules, with ultra-flat heatsinks 
(SOM/E) or aluminium-core PCBs to act as heatsinks (LDC/E 
Mount)

COTS development platform for prototypes and products
Luz Wavelabs modular platform is an ideal system for a 
photonics lab and is very convenient for fast prototyping or 
product development settings.



Figure 3  Luz Wavelabs vs. I Competitor
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Figure 2  Luz Wavelabs vs. A Competitor
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Figure 1  Luz Wavelabs vs. T Competitor
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INCREASED PERFORMANCE
State of the art technology features in all Luz Wavelabs modular instruments

LDC/E-series 
Ultra low noise, ultra high resolution

Low noise performance benchmarked against competitors
The data below illustrates that Luz Wavelabs modular current controller has a state-of-the-art noise performance
superior to competitor modules or systems currently on the market.

Methodology

All controllers are measured under the same conditions (warm-up time, AC socket, 
measurement setup, integration time).
The measurement setup consists of:
-DB9 (male) to DB9 (female) premium shielded, heavy duty cable (tested for lowest noise 
among several commercial and competitors cables). Connects controller to shielded box.
-Shielded box with a 25 ohms precision resistor, a DC block (1.2 mF, capacitor array) and a 50 
ohms termination to match the next stage. 
-Low noise preamplifier (Analog Modules 351A-3-50, DC-3MHz, 50 ohms input-output, 
adjusted to a gain of 56 V/V measured and calibrated on a 50 ohms system).
-High performance Lock-In Amplifier (Zurich Instruments HF2LI) working under FFT analyzer 
mode (5 nV/rtHz noise floor). The scaling factor applied is 1/700 A/V.
The resulting noise floor reaches about 250 pA/rtHz.

Disclaimer: these results are shown here only for reference.



MORE FLEXIBILITY
All-in-one modular platform for Photonics & Physics

BASE PLATFORM (Chassis + controller)

MODULAR INSTRUMENTS

chassis/XXHP
Chassis
28 HP (SOM/E + 6 modules)
42 HP (SOM/E + 9 modules)
84 HP (SOM/E + 16 modules + 4 modules without control)

SOM/E
FPGA+Dual Core RT controller
-S (standard)

LDC/E-Currentx00
Ultra low noise, ultra high resolution
current controller for laser diodes
200 and 500 mA

LDC/E-Temp3
Ultra stable, ultra high resolution
temperature controller for laser diodes
±3 A

LDC/E-Currentx000
High current, low noise 
current controller for laser diodes

LDC/E-CurrentQCL
Quantum Cascade Laser controller

VS/E
Precision voltage source

GPIO/E
16sADCs, 12xDACs, 8xDIO, 1xSPI

LIA/E
Lock-In Amplifier

LNA/E
Voltage / Current low noise amplifier

TRX/P-6
6 GHz analog optical fiber transceiver

EDFA/P
EDFA micromodule

EOM/P
Electro-Optical Amplitude/Phase 
modulator

COMING SOON

LDC/E-Mount
Laser diode (butterfly) mount 
with heatsink



1
Unpacking your MPPI
chassis/xx + SOM/E + instrument modu-
les

All modules should arrive connected and 
properly configured

MPPI 
QUICK START GUIDE 2

Connecting power
Universal 120 VAC / 220 VAC power 
cord

Power to the MPPI can be connected  
directly to the AC mains. 

In chassis/28HP and chassis/84HP, 
alternatively, a DC power input can be 
used to increase the noise performan-
ce of the MPPI (linear power supply or 
battery at 6 VDC). Power input is auto-
matically detected, so if the DC power 
input is connected, it will become the 
primary power source of the MPPI.

3
Connecting the communication port to your 
SOM/E
USB (virtual IP) or Ethernet connection

Your MPPI has two communication ports:

- Ethernet port. Configured as DHCP factory default 
settings)

- USB Type B port. MPPI does not use a Serial COM driver  
but a virtual IP driver (“see” your MPPI as a local IP). This 
makes the system faster and more reliable, especially when 
several vendors USB instruments are connected to the 
control PC.

4
Installing PC application
Soft Panel control for all modules

Steps:
0. (Update version) If you are updating to a new version, uninstall the previous software version 
before installing the new one.
1. Install NI USB LAN drivers.  Do not connect the system to the PC yet. If you connect your system 
utilizing the USB and Windows and the “Generic USB to LAN driver” is detected, you are required to 
uninstall this driver and then reinstall the NI USBLAN driver.
2. Install the PC application.
3. Install custom fonts. For a better Visual Experience, please manually install Roboto fonts, loca-
ted at (x:/Program Files (x86)/Luz Wavelabs/Roboto).



MPPI 
HW USER GUIDE

SOM/E

Ejector handle

Security screws Hot swapping NOT allowable
Each MPPI chassis can handle (limited to the chassis 
size, see chassis/xxHP datasheet):
 - 1x SOM/E controller
 - Up to 8x Type A modular instruments
 - Up to 8x Type C modular instruments
 - Type C modules only limited by power consumption

GENERAL 
OVERVIEW

LEDS
Power (GREEN)
Solid: Power OK

Status (RED)
Solid: booting RT OS
Off: SW running OK
Blink: SOM in safe mode, SW not loaded or crashed
Fast flashing: unrecoverable error

Config (BLUE)
Solid: FPGA loaded OK

Ethernet port

USB Device port (Type B)
Connect here your control PC

LDC/E
Currentx00

Enable LED (Blue)
Solid: Current output  enabled
Off: Current output disabled (Anode and Cathode 
shorted)

SUBD9 (f) interface
Pin Name IN/OUT Description

1 NC Not Connected

2 NC Not Connected

3 GND I/O Ground (chasis)

4 LD_SENSE- I LD Sense (negative,  cathode)

5 LD- I Laser Diode (negative,  cathode)

6 NC Not Connected

7 NC Not Connected

8 LD_SENSE+ I LD Sense (positive,  anode)

9 LD+ O Laser Diode (positive,  anode)

C Connector I/O Ground (chassis)

TYPE A INSTRUMENT MODULES

Type A instrument address
Up to 8 Type A instruments can be connected to your MPPI. If you order an MPPI, the address will already 
be configured. If you are upgrading the modules or installing modules in another MPPI, you can set up the 
address here



LDC/E
Temp3

Enable LED (Blue)
Solid: TEC output  enabled
Off: TEC output disabled 

SUBD15 (f) interface
Pin Name IN/OUT Description

1 TEC+ O TEC current positive

2 TEC+ O TEC current positive

3 TEC- O TEC current negative

4 TEC- O TEC current negative

5 GND I/O Ground (chasis)

6 GND I/O Ground (chasis)

7 TH1 I Thermistor terminal 1

8 TH2 I Thermistor terminal 2

9 TEC+ O TEC current positive

10 TEC- O TEC current negative

11 NC Not Connected

12 NC Not Connected

13 NC Not Connected

14 TH1_SENSE Thermistor terminal 1 sense

15 TH2_SENSE Thermistor terminal 2 sense

C Connector I/O Ground (chassis)

MPPI 
HW USER GUIDE

LDC/E
Mount

TYPE B INSTRUMENT MODULES TYPE C MODULES (NO CONTROL INTERFACE)

Low Noise Connection Boards
4-layer, shielded PCB boards are included with 
LDC/E-Mount so you can connect directly to LDC/E 
series without cables, allowing for low noise and 
convenience in your setup.

Connection 
daughter 
boards
Connections to the laser 
is user configurable and 
can be achieved using 
daughter boards with a 
Pump laser, Telecom 
laser or 7-pin pinouts. 
Custom connections can 
be performed with a 
custom daughter board 
or directly using 2.54 mm 
jumpers

Type B instrument address
Up to 8 Type B instruments can be connected to your MPPI. If you order an MPPI, the address will be 
already configured. If you are upgrading the modules or installing modules in another MPPI, you can set 
up the address here.



MPPI 
HW USER GUIDE

MODULE INSTALLATION

STEP 2
A maximum of 8 Type A modules and 8 Type B modules can be installed. 
For each module, select one address in the module. Please note that the two modules of the same Type 
cannot share the same address.  

STEP 3
Install the module in the rack. The modules can be installed in any slot in the rack.
Secure the module with the security screws.  

Ejector handle

Security screws

STEP 1
Power off your MPPI. HOT SWAPPING NOT ALLOWABLE!



MPPI 
SW USER GUIDE

LDC/E-Current modules (Type A) LDC/E-Temp modules (Type B)

Reset MPPIConfiguration

Exit application

HOME SCREEN

Module status



MPPI 
SW USER GUIDE

SPLASH SCREEN

MPPI selection
The MPPI system can be visualized in the screen page. You can select between several MPPI if they are 
in the same local network or connected using the USB port to the same computer. Double-click your 
MPPI to connect to it.

CONFIGURATION

System configuration
Contains:
-MPPI general info
-Serial number
-Software /firmware version.
-Network configuration

Laser / TEC 
General configuration
Each TEC controller can be paired to one 
or more Current controllers. If the 
temperature goes outside the defined 
temperature window, both the TEC and 
Current will be shut down for safety 
purposes.

Short circuit alarms can be disabled in 
the Current controllers. This is useful if 
the lasers are running with very low 
currents (below 10 mA, e.g. VCSELs).

Alarm log
An alarm log is created here. Right click 
on the selected alarm entry to export the 
file (CSV, Excel or text).

CONFIGURATION FILE dialog
The configuration of the MPPI is saved both in the MPPI and the PC. If these files are different, a 
prompt will show to select one of the configurations.



MPPI 
SW USER GUIDE

LDC/E-Current extended settings

Variant selection
Select the variant of your Current 
controller here (200 or 500 mA). 
Then click the SAVE icon 

Saving and exporting a graph-
You can save the graph traces with the SAVE 
TRACES button or you can right click the graphs 
for more options.

LDC/E-Temp extended settings

PID configuration
Manual configuration of PID 
parameters.
Click the SAVE icon 

PID Autotune
STEP 1. Configure the temperature step to be applied (e.g. 1 ºC, 5ºC, 
...)

STEP 2. Click the spanner icon to initiate the temperature step and 
autotune.

STEP 3. A real time response will be visible and the PID parameters 
will initially change but after several seconds, they will converge to a 
fixed value. 

STEP 4.To apply these values, copy them to the manual PID configu-
ration.

Graph save and export
You can save the traces with the 
SAVE button or you can right click 
the graphs for more options.

Saving parameters 
You can save the PID parameters 
and maximum TEC current values  
as default, so they will appear in 
the next sessions. 
Click the SAVE icon

Voltage measurement 
range
Select the voltage measurement 
range of your controller (by default it 
will be shipped with +-5V)
Then click the SAVE icon 

Voltage zero
In the main screen, after connecting a laser in disable position, 
you can click on “Zero” to improve the accuraccy of your 
voltage measurement



MPPI 
SW USER GUIDE

Firmware updater

To update the SOM/E 
firmware, select the file and 
press UPDATE



MPPI 
Q&A

Hardware

Q: Can I connect the SOM/E module in any slot?
A: Yes, you can connect any module in any slot at your convenience.

Software

Q: Why are two different SW files in the support centre (MPPI SW and PC SW)?
A: The SOM/E module (processing unit of the MPPI) features a  System On Chip (SoC) with a FPGA 
and a dual core Real-Time processor. This module has a software inside that is user upgradeable. 
The PC SW is the application installed in your PC to control the MPPI. This PC SW is updated more 
often than the MPPI SW that is updated with major system changes.
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